Prevalence of multiple sclerosis in Canada: a systematic review.
Studies of the prevalence of multiple sclerosis (MS) in Canada have generally been isolated to specific regions. Given the importance of multiple sclerosis as a cause of disability in adults, a comprehensive review of Canadian MS prevalence examining current data, interregional variation, deficiencies in knowledge and frontiers for research is timely. A systematic review of all studies addressing the prevalence of MS in Canada or regions within Canada, published in English or French since 1985, was conducted. Studies were identified using MEDLINE, EMBASE and bibliographic review. Ten studies were evaluated for methodological rigour and a test of heterogeneity across studies was performed and a measure of consistency (I2) estimated. Studies were generally of high quality. Nine were restricted to regions within Canada and one provided an estimated national prevalence based on self-reported cases. All reported a high prevalence (>50 per 100,000). Latitude and longitude gradients were not striking while assessment of heterogeneity confirmed that regional differences were unlikely to be the result of sampling variability. This review confirms Canada as a country of very high MS prevalence and it is the first study to demonstrate that variation in regional estimates represents true differences in prevalence within Canada. Avenues for future MS prevalence research, including adoption of a national MS registry, are proposed.